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Mid Length / Long 
 
 

 

Princess Cut – Crystallize Collection 
 

                                                

The Sectioning 
 

1. Section fringe area out (remember to analyze hair growth 
pattern and density, you may need to adjust this area for 
different hair types. Section cleanly. 
 

2. Section out the Mid crest area of head from temple all the 
way around to temple, section again on top of the head, 
leaving the sides and back ready to begin you cut. 

 
 

3. Section back down the middle and section to one side. 
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The Cut 
 
 
 
1. Start in center back, take ¼ inch to ½ inch sections 

vertically (remember elbow down, pull hair 90 degree 
from head and over directing bottom section leaving 
more length / weight in the nape area, recommended 
length is 4 to 5 inches, to short and the shape will 
collapse and have no movement. 

 
2. Take the next section and bring it back to the first, then 

third to second, this is a traveling guide. Continue to the 
ear, then this will now be your stationary guide, if hair is 
fine, you may want to stop behind the ear allow more 
weight around the face. Remember to cross check 
horizontally to ensure your guide is fluid. 

 
 

3. Once complete, go back to center back and repeat 
the other side. 
 
 

4. This is the foundation of your style, next we work the 
perimeter creating either a soft edge or if you like 
choppy, this look was inspired by Joan Jett / Chrissie 
Hynde, shaggy choppy feeling, however you can 
adapt to suit your client personality and fashion 
awareness. Now we need to bring the personality into 
your look.  
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5. Take the top section down, take a small ¼ inch to ½ 
inch section horizontally from crown to front, you can 
choose lengths according to achieve your overall look, 
this section is intended to be disconnected from 
underneath length, however with your texturing, you 
will visually connect with the sides. Your choices and 
options are open, heavy point cutting or lights soft 
edges its up to you, continue your sectioning lifting 
above the head as you work you way trough this 
section. 
 

6. Continue to other side of top and repeat. 

                      
 
 

7. The rest is free hand, letting the top section free to 
move around simply create softness or dramatic 
texture freehand till you get your desired feeling. 
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8. The last section is your fringe area, drop section down, 
you can pretty much do as you creatively feel, 
remember your lengths around the face, free hand 
chopping out pieces both from the top slide cutting or 
for a more softer look elevate this section and lightly 
point cut. 
 

                           
 
 
 

9. Next we need to ensure the fringe blends into the sides, 
pulling hair from left to right, right to left creating your 
desired feeling. 
 

10. Style accordingly 
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